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BIOGRAPHY
_________________________________________________________________________

Uèle Lamore - a 26 year old franco-american - is a conductor, composer and 
arranger. She is specialized in the mixing of orchestral and acoustic textures 
with modular, electronic and synthetic elements.

Non-affiliated to classical music, she likes to dive into the fields of composition 
and arranging through many musical styles: electro, new wave, rock, techno, 
minimal, neo-soul and many more that are left to explore leaving an infinite range 
of possibilities.

She hence developed a unique and recognizable sound signature that is cherished 
by many artists and promoters (Le Printemps de Bourges, Festival de Carthage, 
Theatre du Chatelet, FGO Barbara Center) as well as movie directors.

Uèle Lamore studied guitar at Musicians Institute, and after her graduation 
completed her studies with a degree in composition and conducting that 
she received from Berklee College of Music in 2016. She then followed an 
apprenticeship amongst Jules Buckley’s Metropole Orkest and Heritage 
Orchestra.

She has collaborated with many artists, from Etienne Daho to Agar Agar or 
Grand Blanc, Emel Mathlouthi to Hugo Lx or Mad Rey... The projects range 
from specific commissions to full arrangement of albums or EP’s as well as 
special orchestral projects for festivals.

Uèle Lamore also works on original compositions for different medias, ranging 
from movies to documentaries (she nurishes a passion for nature and animal 
documentaries), ballets or even video game scoring (she is a true gamer at 
heart).

Uèle Lamore is the founder of Orchestre Orage, the first orchestra specialized in 
collaborations and special creations with non-classicaly affiliated artists. Founded 
in 2017, it is strong of 34 members.

Since 2019, Uèle Lamore is an associate conductor/arranger for London 
Contemporary Orchestra.
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Artwork by Faune Studio

1. Tracks
2. You’ll Only Love Once

3. JūJo Station
4. Fox Café Fushimi Inari

5. Austerlitz

NEW EP
_________________________________________________________________________

«Tracks» 
_________________________________________________________________________

The single «Tracks», was created by transcribing the melody 
announcing the arrival of trains on the platform in the Kyoto subway, 
it features integrated field recordings of the Hozu River and is opening 
the the self titled forthcoming EP « Tracks ». 

«Tracks» refers to train tracks, but also a play of words referring to the 
lightness of the EP. «Tracks» is an EP born of boredom accompanied by 
the nostalgia of travelling. «Tracks» is made of just simple, straight forward, 
light minded tracks, each describing a distinct place and/or feeling.

The moment of scission in the single «Tracks» serves as a musical 
transition from the atmosphere on Kyoto to the streets of Vitry Sur Seine 
(Uele Lamore’s suburb). More punch, more roughness, more beats. A 
scission between the reserved and humble in spirit Japanese culture and 
the straightforwardness and all out energy of the suburbs.

The «Tracks»; EP is a retrospective record and journey paying hommage 
to Uele Lamore favorite cities and their train station life and ambiance. 
Focusing on two cities and their areas, Kyoto (where she goes every year) 
and Paris and its suburbs (where she lives).

First single out May 15th, 2020 via IDOL.

Listen on YouTube

https://www.instagram.com/faune_studio/
http://plunderphonia.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMn-_OsA28g
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NEW PROJECT
_________________________________________________________________________

Plunderphonia
_________________________________________________________________________

Plunderphonia is a new series from 7K!, the avant-garde and experimental 
composition label from !K7. 

The DNA of the project is to create new compositions from fragments 
of existing classical compositions. 

It aims to “plunder” the rich pool of classical music history and to place 
selected parts in a new context, in order to create something new, unique 
and unprecedented. 

In essence, the Plunderphonia musical project represents the exciting 
current evolution and synchronisation of both the classical and 
electronic scenes.

- Title: Plunderphonia by Uèle Lamore
- Label: 7K!
- Tour: Harmonic Artists (Exclusive Worldwide)
- Set to release Spring 2021

http://plunderphonia.com
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FIRST ALBUM
_________________________________________________________________________

«Loom»
_________________________________________________________________________

Loom is built on the model of a symphonic poem, but rethought in a 
way to present new uses and applications of orchestral textures and 
electronics sounds.

« It is an epic tale retracing track by track the apparition of life on Earth: 
from the chaotic formation of the globe, to the slow apparition of 
micro organisms that will then develop into complex life forms and 
ecosystems, all of which leading inevitably to the first mass extinction. »

- 10 tracks composed and produced by Uèle Lamore
- 3 featurings from English-speaking artists
- Set to release in 2021

Similar to Mica Levi, Jon Hopkins, Max Richter,  
Olafur Arnalds, Johann Johannson

Live Setup
_________________________________________________________________________

The live setup of Loom will feature a group of four musicians including:
- one stand for synths/machines with Uèle Lamore as front woman
- one stand for piano/keyboards
- one bass/keybass
- one drums/percussion
- one sound engineer

Artwork by Maxime Wolff

#Electronic  #Orchestral  #Hybrid
#Narrative  #Shortepic  #Nature

https://www.instagram.com/maximewolff_/
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SERIES MANIA 2019 
_________________________________________________________________________

Opening Ceremony Soundtrack 
_________________________________________________________________________

The Séries Mania 2019 opening ceremony soundtrack, coming from 
an original concept of La Lune Rousse, was composed, orchestrated 
and conducted by Uèle Lamore.

It was performed live at the Nouveau Siècle concert hall amongst an 
orchestra of sixteen musicians.

The music accompanied a selection of shorts clips of some of the series 
in competition, that were then put together to create themes and tell a 
story for the audience to be transported on a magical visual and musical 
journey.

One track only stands alone: “Lucie, I love You”. This track is the introduction 
of the performance and does not support any visual media, therefore it is 
truly composed in a different way than the rest of the set list and does not 
follow the structure of a movie score.

The soundtrack was released on Kwaidan Records in June 2019.

Watch on YouTube  
Listen on Spotify 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MBYHcOp948
spotify:album:5br2nUCXl1CFmjuxuAvp1u
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LONDON CONTEMPORARY 
ORCHESTRA
_________________________________________________________________________

Associate Conductor/Arranger
_________________________________________________________________________

Since 2019, Uèle Lamore is an associate conductor/arranger for London 
Contemporary Orchestra, a leading global orchestral group focused on 
playing, commissioning and developing new music and artistic output.

LCO focus on developing a diverse next generation of players, conductors 
and composers by creating opportunities for them to work at the highest 
professional level.

Formed in 2008 by co-artistic Directors Robert Ames and Hugh Brunt, 
the LCO has collaborated with a wide array of musicians, artists, creative 
figures, platforms and venues such as: Radiohead, Frank Ocean, Jed 
Kurzel, Jonny Greenwood, Steve Reich, Justice, Terry Riley, Thom 
Yorke, Mica Levi, Actress, Beck, and many more.

LCO have a strong recording and performance record for film, television 
and music, having recorded soundtracks such as The Master, Alien: 
Covenant, Macbeth, Phantom Thread, Assassin’s Creed, You Were 
Never Really Here.

The LCO is a winner of the RPS ‘best ensemble’ award, the UK’s highest 
accolade for an orchestral group.

“London Contemporary Orchestra has become one of Britain’s brightest 
beacons for new music. Its repertoire is adventurous yet it attracts sell-out 
crowds to extraordinary venues and has a remarkable online following. 
It nurtures new audiences, forges fruitful alliances across the stylistic 
spectrum, and champions challenging scores with virtuosic flair.”

Composition and arrangement for the collaboration between Moor 
Mother and London Contemporary Orchestra for 10 concerts in 
Europe 

• Autumn 2019

Conduction of a session recording at the legednary AIR Studios in London 
for an acoustic album by french composer Frédéric Dubois

• September 2019

https://www.lcorchestra.co.uk
https://www.lcorchestra.co.uk
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ANIME SCORING
_________________________________________________________________________

Anime, manga and gaming culture are a central part of Uele’s artistic 
persona. 

From old school anime such as Neon Genesis Evangelion, to 
more recent like Devilman Crybaby or Tokyo Sinks 2020, Uele is 
fueled by these visual and of course sound aesthetics. 

The same goes for games ranging for Nintendo’s classic Legend Of 
Zelda series, or amazing old school soundtracks found in games like 
Secret Of Mana, to more independent productions like Journey, 
Cup head or Shadow Of The Colossus.
_________________________________________________________________________

«Tableraze»
Tableraze is an indie short film by Benjamin Geffroy and Romain 
Gauthier (including cards, fights, and bromance).

Release: March 19th 2020 - 3 min 27 sec

«Le Cycle de Jean»
Le Cycle de Jean is an indie short film by Benjamin Geffroy. More info 
soon!

Release: September 2020

Tableraze

Le Cycle de Jean

https://www.instagram.com/bendudur/?hl=fr
https://vimeo.com/398775160
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7efiujgkh4a7fhh/LE%20CYCLE%20DE%20JEAN_.mov?dl=0
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UPCOMING PROJECTS
_________________________________________________________________________

2019-2021

#SCORE
Marcher sur l’eau by Aïssa Maiga 
Production: Bonne Pioche Cinéma 
Distribution: Apollo Films
• Autumn 2020

#MUSICAL DIRECTION
Tribute to Portishead’s « Glory Dummy » at 
Printemps de Bourges in Bourges’ cathedral
• April 2021

#ARRANGEMENT
Eden Tour by Etienne Daho 
Production: Décibels Production
16 concerts in France 
• Winter 2019

#SCORE
Trip by L Lynch and G. Cochard 
Production: Stormer Prod
Distribution: Vice
• TBA

#ARRANGEMENT
Intimate and timeless versions of the FR & UK 
pop repertoire, with Uèle  Lamore and Yan 
Wagner on stage at Musée d’Orsay
• June 2021

#WORKSHOP
Sony CSL investigates in areas as diverse as 
creating music, communication systems, 
sustainability, innovation and creativity.
• June 2020

http://www.allocine.fr/film/fichefilm_gen_cfilm=276720.html
https://csl.sony.fr
https://decibelsprod.com/artistes/etienne-daho/
https://fifib.com/trip/
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TEDx
Canal+
Clique

Brut.

Trax x Sacem

Sézane
Canal+ 
Boîte Noire

France 3
Toki Woki 

PRESS REVIEW
____________________________________________________________________

Video

Sneakerspirit

https://www.ted.com/talks/j_ai_toujours_su_ce_que_je_ne_voulais_pas_faire
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x7siwei
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOrjXTjRKVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcWNY8bb4GA
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x7rqlil
https://www.facebook.com/electronicmusicfactoryemf/videos/663462581058999/
https://www.sezane.com/fr/journal/uele-lamore
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOrjXTjRKVo
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Grazia
March 2020

Trax
March 2020

M Le Monde
Novembre 2019

PRESS REVIEW
____________________________________________________________________

Print

https://www.grazia.fr/culture/musique/uele-lamore-pourquoi-allez-vous-entendre-parler-de-cette-cheffe-d-orchestre-et-p-952940
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Marie Clairee   

Brain
General Pop

Jack

France Musique

Nova

Bureau Export

PRESS REVIEW
____________________________________________________________________

Web

https://jack.canalplus.com/articles/lire/de-grand-blanc-a-daho-uele-lamore-est-la-cheffe-d-orchestre-que-la-pop-francaise-attendait
https://generalpop.com/2020/01/23/on-a-parle-manga-tatouage-et-sneakers-avec-la-cheffe-dorchestre-uele-lamore-invitee-du-general-pop-cast/
https://www.francemusique.fr/actualite-musicale/uele-lamore-cheffe-d-orchestre-de-la-scene-independante-74810
https://www.brain-magazine.fr/article/brainorama/54892-Uele-Lamore
https://www.nova.fr/podcast/dans-le-genre/61-dans-le-genre-de-uele-lamore
https://www.marieclaire.fr/uele-lamore-la-femme-qui-mene-tout-le-monde-a-la-baguette,1288240.asp
https://www.lebureauexport.fr/info/2020/05/monde-la-cheffe-dorchestre-uele-lamore-a-le-vent-en-poupe/
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VALUES
____________________________________________________________________________

Artistic Openness
All styles of music are equal, none is 
“superior” or “smarter” than another. 
Being open to of genres and scenes, and 
thriving on the discovery of new music 
and understanding its codes is extremely 
important, especially in the field of work 
that is arranging.

Curiosity
Beyond writing and arranging for 
artists, bands and scoring for movies, 
Uèle is curious about all the different 
applications music can have or be used 
for. Video games, ballet, advertisement, 
master classes, etc... Uèle nourishes an 
endless curiosity of everything that is 
from far or close music related.

Crafmanship
It is very important for Uèle to make 
an impeccable and thoughtful use of 
the skills and techniques she learned 
through her studiying of jazz and classical 
music and therefore to truly bring a 
sense of craftsmanship to the work that 
she accomplishes as a composer and 
arranger.

Generosity
For Uèle, the music that she writes and 
conduct is first and foremost meant to 
be shared and enjoyed by the public and 
the musicians performing it. Sharing and 
giving through the media of music is a 
pillar engagement for Uèle.

Integrity
Integrity can translate in many ways. 
It can be about respecting an artist or 
director’s vision no matter what and 
believing in it, it can be about respecting 
all the values of above in all cases and 
situations, it can be about refusing a 
project because you know you will not 
be able to deliver the absolute best on it, 
or accepting one with difficult conditions 
because it means a lot and supports a 
cause or particular music scene. Integrity 
is the most important value for Uèle and 
translates in her everyday work and 
behavior.
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Management 
Stéphane Viard
stephane.viard@gmail.com 
+(33) 662 729 578

Press Relations
Melissa Phulpin
PR (France)
melissa@tomboy-lab.com

Neil Braindridge
PR (World)
neil@neighbourhoodpr.com

Production/Booking
Peggy Szkudlarek
Booking Agent «Loom» (FR)
peggy@dif.productions

Nathalie Blue
Booking Agent «Loom» (RW) 
nathalie@lb-agency.net

Score
Marie Sabbah
Score Agent (France)
marie@masa-agency.com

Jenna Fentimen
Score Agent (World)
jenna@mannersmcdade.co.uk

CONTACT
____________________________________________________________________________

www.

mailto:stephane.viard%40gmail.com%20%0D?subject=
mailto:stephane.viard%40gmail.com%20%0D?subject=
mailto:stephane.viard%40gmail.com%20%0D?subject=
https://www.instagram.com/uele_lamore/?hl=fr
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4dv4-5t5-x8Nd1N36pIArQ
https://www.facebook.com/UeleLamoreMusic
https://www.uelelamore.com
https://soundcloud.com/uelelamoremusic

